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NOMENCLATURE
D
a = I_) -F 2.C---_s_ ?
a = "_'i_ (Section4.i)
A = statevariablecoefficientmatrix(Section4.1)
b = referencespan (Section2.2)
. b : ((_P_ - _- (Section 4,1)
B = statevariablecoefficientmatrix(Section4.1)
c = localsectionchordnondimensionalizedby CR
CN = localnormalforcecoefficient
Cm = localpitchingmomentcoefficient
Cx = localaxia]forcecoefficient
CR = referencechord
Cp = localsectionpressurecoefficient
iii
DI , D_ = type-dependent finite difference operators
E --I-M2
f = local instantaneoussurface section definition
F = -'/_.(_'. ,)M_
F = local normal force .Z
Gs : l- M,,
GN = _(_-_)M._-,
H : -(i-'_M:
k = nondimensional time scaling
_Cr_
kc = reduced frequency T._=,
M = Mach number
Mi = generalized mass of the i th mode
Qi = totalgeneralizedforceof the ithmode
q = dynamic pressure
qi = generalized coordinate of the ith mode
t = time nondimensionalizedby _R
iv
T = physicaltime
U_ = statevariablefunction
U = freestreamvelocity
x = streamwisecoodinatenondimensionalizedby CR
xo = localmomentreferencecenter
XMoM = globalmomentreferenceceqter
x = statevariable
n
X = physicalstreamwisecoordinate
" X = functiondefinedby Eq. (13c)
" X, = statevariablematrix (Section4.1)
y = streamwisecoordinatenondimensionalizedby CR
Y = physicalstreamwisecoordinate
Y = functiondefinedby Eq. (13d)
z = streamwisecoordinatenondimensionalizedby CR
Z = physicalstreamwisecoordinate
Zi = generalizedforceof the ithmode
: angleof attack
w
= specificheatratio (1.4for air)
• _j_,_,_ = finitedifferenceoperators
• _,a_ja_ = finitedifferencenumericalstepsize
_ E_. = _ 0 low frequencyapproximation
!I otherwise
= nondimensionaltransformednormalcoordinate
= nondimensionaltransformedspanwisecoordinate
0 = integralof transitionmatrix (Section4.1)
_A,,€ = leadingedge sweepangle
_. = taper ratio
= nondimensionaltransformedstreamwisecoordinate
_o = offsetof viscousrampleadingedge fromsomepoint
_ = lengthof viscousrampprecursor
_ = lengthof viscousramp
(_ : density
= perturbationvelocitypotentialnondimensionalizedby CR_
• _ = physicalvelocitypotentialfunction,O_lJ.('_+ _
vi
_T_ = transitionmatrix (Section4.1)
" _)i : ith vibration mode shape
f_ = circularoscillationfrequency
Superscripts
alL.
= backwarddifference
N
= firstintermediatesolut.ion(prediction)
= secondintermediatesolution(firstcorrection)
#
= spatialderivative
= time derivative(physicaltime)
n = previoustime level
n+l = new time level
Subscripts
DN = downstream
i,j,k = _, _,_ grid indices
L = lowersurface
LE = leadingedge
vii
t = time derivative(scaledtime)
TE = trailingedge
U = uppersurface
UP : upstream
I x,Y,Z1 = spatialderivative
= freestream
viii
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COMPUTERPROGRAM
FINAL REPORT--CONTRACTNASI-17072
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Hampton, Virginia
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to describe further developments and
enhancementsto the XTRAN3S computer program, a code for calculation of steady
and unsteady aerodynamics,and associated aeroelastic solutions, for
three-dimensionalwings in the transonic flow regime. The program was
developed by the Boeing Military Airplane Company (BMAC), Seattle, Washington,t
under Contract F33615-78-C-3201to the Flight Dynamics Laboratory of the U.S.
Air Force Wright AeronauticalLaboratories, entitled "Transonic Unsteadyq
Aerodynamics for Aeroelastic Applications. The final report on that contract
is Refs. 1-3.
Additional work on the program Was performed by BMAC under Contract NAS2-I0762
to the NASA Ames Research Center, entitled "Addition of Boundary Layer
Correction Procedures into Transonic Inviscid Codes (Phase II)". The final
report on that contract is Ref. 4.
The present work has been performed under Contract NAS1-17072to the NASA
Langley Research Center. Work reported herein may be summarized by the
following list of tasks:
1) The XTRAN3S program, including the boundary layer modifications
described in Ref. 4 has been converted to run on the CDC Cyber 203
computer and installed at NASA Langley Research Center;
2) The programhas beenmodifiedto includea more accuratemethodof
aerodynamic oefficientand generalizedforceintegrationthanwas
" includedin the originalversion;
3) The inputprocessorof XTRAN3Shas beenmodifiedto acceptsurface
ordinatesand slopesdefinedat the aerodynamicgridpointsat the
user'soption,in additionto the ]eastsquareerrorpolynomial
definitionincludedin the originalprogram;
4) A methodof modifyingthe maximumarraydimensionsfor the aerodynamic
and aeroelastic omputationshas beenprovided.
5) A modified grid mapping transformation has been included in the
program. This will allow accurate and stable computations to be
performed for wing planforms with other than very modest degrees of
sweep and taper, thus overcoming a major limitation of the original
o version of the program.
• Results of a checkout case for the modified program are included.
In addition, several other potential modifications and improvements, where
actual implementation is considered outside the scope of the present effort,
are described.
Finally,modificationsto the XTRAN3SUser'sManual(Ref.2) and a sample
inputdataset are includedas Appendices.
II. XTRAN3SPROGRAMMODIFICATIONSAND ENHANCEMENTSCOMPLETED
2.1 ViscousBoundaryLayerModification
The originalXTRAN3Sprogram,as describedin Refs. 1-3,calculatesinviscid
transonicflowoverthree-dimensionalwings usinga modifedsmalldisturbance
finite-differencealgorithm. In Ref.4, the inclusionof a viscousramp
model,usedto simulatethe displacmenteffectof a shock-boundarylayer
interaction,and a two-dimensionalquasi-steadystripboundarylayerintegral
methodemployingthe lag entrainmentequationsdue to Green (Ref.5), was
described.
Thesemodificationshavenow been incorporatedin the Version1.5 of the
XTRAN3Scode installedon the Cyber203 at NASA LangleyResearchCenter. In
order to exercisethe viscouswedgeand boundarylayerportionsof the
program,additionalinputdata describingwedgeand boundarylayercontrol
parametersmust be includedin the XTRAN3Sdata inputfile. Theseadditional
" data are describedin AppendixA.
Test caseshave been run on the LangleyResearchCenterCyber203 for the
inviscid,wedge,and wedge plus boundarylayerversionsof the code. The test
planformwas a "typical"transportwing,with a leadingedge sweepangleof 30
degrees,a full-spanaspectratioof 8.0 and a taper ratioof 0.4. The
airfoilsectionusedwas the MBB-A38 percentthick airfoil. This casewas
usedas a checkoutcase for the work describedin Ref.4. Becausea
modificationto the viscousflowportionof the codewas madeafterthe
resultsof Ref. 4 weregenerated,the presentreporthas includedsome of the
recentlycalculatedresults. In additionto correctionsto the wedge
procedurethat werenot incorporatedin Ref.4., Version1.5 of XTRAN3Suses a
ten-stepRunge-Kuttaintegrationof the boundarylayerequations,as opposed
to the single-step rocedureemployedin the earlierversion. This has been
necessaryto obtainconvergedresultswith the modifiedgridtransformation
discussedbe|ow. The resultsare describedin a latersectionof this
report. Onlysteadystate resultsfor a rigidwing havebeen included. The
inputdata for the wedge plusboundarylayertest caseare givenin AppendixB.
2.2 Modified Aerodynamic Coefficient and Generalized Force Integration Method
Aerodynamic coefficients (lift, moment, etc.) have been determined in XTRAN3S
by integration of calculated surface pressures, as described in Ref. 1. It
has been observed, that since pressures are determined by a process of
numerical differentiation,a potential source of error is introduced if the
integration and differentiation algorithms are not identical. In steady state
calculations, this source of error can be eliminated by calculating section
coefficients in terms of circulation, determined by the difference in velocity
potential between the upper and lower surfaces at the trailing edge. For
unsteady flow, this determinationmust include other terms and considerations.
In this section,relationshipsfor determiningaerodynamic oefficientsand
generalizedforcesby an alternateintegrationmethodare presented. This
alternaterepresentationhas beenincorporatedin the Langleyversionof
XTRAN3S.
For unsteady flow, an approximationto the surface pressure coefficient,
consistent with other small disturbance approximationsto full potential flow,
w
is given by
where _ is the nondimensionalsmall disturbance potential defined from the
full potential
4
_.
where the physical dimensions X, Y, Z, and T have been nondimensionalizedby
= -- j _: -- _ £: __ j
Ca Ca Ca
where CR is the wing reference chord and k is a nondimensional scaling on
time. If k is set to the reduced frequency UCR/Vc: for a specified
oscillatory motion at a circular frequency tJ the relation between
nondimensional and physical time scales becomes t = (iT.
In the XTRAN3Scode, the pressure coefficient Cp was found by a combination of
central second-order spatial differencing and first-order backward temporal
differencing of the nondimensional disturbance potential expressions of
Equation io
. In solving the dynamic aeroelastic equations of motion for a flexible aircraft
structure, the modal approach adopted in XTRAN3Srequired calculation of the
generalized force Qi
#
for the ith elastic mode Qi(x,y) where
and L, U denote the lower and upper surfaces.
Numerical differentiation,followed by numerical integration, introduces a
truncation error which may be eliminated by application of the following
scheme.
Using Equations (1) and (4), we may separate the steady and unsteady parts of
the pressure coefficient so that Equation (3) may be written
The first term may now be integrated directly by parts to give
where the inner integral has been carried out streamwise from the leading to
trailing edge of the wing. Note that although the spatial derivative of
I')
velocity potential is no longer integrated,the modal slopes x i are now
required as well as modal deflections 0i.
For the specialcasesof normalforce,axial force,and pitchingmoment,the
followingexpressionscan be used.
, NormalForce: ? : I _x = 0 (7a)
AxialForce: _/i= "
uj_ • g /.
Pitching Moment: Y)_ = _-ZHo,_ "; _)Z_"= _ (7c)
Thus, the sectional, force and momentexpressions currently written:
TE
_CCIj).:/ ( _[ol.-C_u ) did (8a)
J LE
T_
f?
M'
may be rewrittenas follows:
3"E
(COAt)j= --2.(+TEL- (_I.Ev_-7._/((#I_/ .T_O)al _ (9a)
T_ LE
" -_f(,,-_,o)r,-,o)_,,} ,o_,L_
w
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Note that for the axial force term: 1) the leading edge terms do not cancel
out as with the generalized force or lift and moment expressions, due to the
difference in slope on the upper and lower surface, and 2) the surface
curvature f" must be available as well as the slope. The curvature is
calculated internally by differencing the slopes. The remaining integrals are
carried out by the Simpson's Rule method as before. These alternate
formulations for normal force pitching moment, axial force, and generalized
- force, have been incorporated in the present version of XTRAN3S.
- 2.3 Direct Input of Surface Ordinates and Slopes
In the original version of the XTRAN3S program, airfoil section geometry was
defined in terms of separate polynomials describing the upper and lower
surface. The coefficients and exponents of the surface polynomial were
usually to be obtained from a least-squareserror curve fitting procedure.
This is the "FUNCTIONAL"option for airfoil geomtry input defined in Ref. 2.
In order to allow the user to input a surface geometry definition obtained
from any alternate method (such as a cubic spline fit) an alternate input
method has been included, defined as the "TABULAR" option. The exact form of
• the required input data is described in Appendix A. When the TABULAR option
is exercised for a given airfoil section, the program expects nondimensional
input data in the form of streamwise distance in percent of local chord and
upper or lower surface ordinates and streamwise slopes at the aerodynamicmesh
points ("XI MESH") which will be used in the finite difference solution. Note
that the input and computational points must correspond exactly as no
interpolation is performed in the streamwise direction. A sample data set
• including the "TABULAR_ data option is given in Appendix B.
" 2.4 Variable Array Dimensions
The size of computationalarrays for XTRAN3S were originally determined by the
limitationsof core storage of the CDC 7600 computer. The computational mesh
was used for 60 streamwise, 20 spanwise, and 40 vertical mesh points,
including the outer mesh boundaries. The effect of varying these numbers of
points on the accuracy or stability of the solutionshas not been assessed.
Because of the virtual memory features of the Cyber 203 system an absolute
core limitation is no longer applicable. A method for using alternate sizes
of flow field computational arrays, as well as surface boundary conditions and
number of mode shapes, has been provided. Because the current version of
Cyber 203 Fortran does not support PARAMETER-typedata specification,it is
.
necessary for the user to modify a file containing several UPDATE correction
sets. These correction sets are then used to create a modified source
program, which is then compiled and run in the usual fashion. The UPDATE
correction sets that have been included in the current Cyber 203 version are
stored on files at the NASA Langley computing facility. The files containing
these correction sets may be modified by using a change option in a standard
text editor, such as XEDIT. Note that in allocation statements (DIMENSIUN,
REAL, etc.) actual values must be substituted for the variable names defined
below. In DATA statements,actual numerical values are changed as required.
Statements which define the limits of DO loops or dimensions passed through
calling sequencesmay be changed at the user's option. The following
parameters and their default values are defined in the correction sets and may
be changed by the user:
Parameter Definition Default Value
DNXIW Maximum number of streamwise grid points 50
on the wing surface
DNETAW Maximum number of spanwise grid points 20
on the wing surface
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DNXIT Maximum number of total streamwise 60
grid points
, DNETAT Maximum number of total spanwise grid 20
points
- DNZT Maximum number of total vertical grid 40
points
DNMAES Maximum number of total generalized 20
aeroelastic coordinates
DNSAES Maximum number of structural degrees I00
of freedom for aeroelastic solutions
inertia force points
DNFAES Maximum number of external force degrees 2U
of freedom for aeroelastic solutions
DNMODES Maximum number of specified modal motions 5
Note that any or all of these parameters may be changed separately by the
procedure. Since the correction sets are incorporated in the modified old
" program library with the default dimensions, it will be necessary to YANK
these existing sets, modify them, and replace it during the UPDATEprocedure.
(Familiarity with the terminology of the CDCUPDATEsystem is assumed here.
Other readers may consult the UPDATEReference Manual, Ref. 6.)
2.5 Modified Grid Mapping Transformation
Various studies with XTRAN3S, by investigatorsat BMAC and several other
aerospace companies, NASA Ames, NASA Langley, and the Air Force have shown
that, while the program could perform adequately for moderate-to-highaspect
ratio wings, it was difficult or impossibleto obtain converged solutions for
low or high aspect ratio wings with more than moderate degrees of sweep and
taper. These numerical difficultieswere found to be primarily a consequence
of the grid transformation system employed in the XTRAN3S numerical
algorithm. This grid transformationtended to give a highly skewed physical
• mesh in the wing plane with distortion of the outer mesh boundaries, as shown
schematically in Fig. I. A modified grid mapping scheme results in a grid
• with rectangularouter boundaries in botllthe physical and computational
spaces illustrated in Fig. 2. This mesh has a reduced degree of skewness in
regions away from the wing and has apparently alleviated these numerical
difficulties.
10
In the current method, seParate grid stretching schemes are applied in the
regions ahead of, over, and behind the wing. As the transformations are
• linear within the three regions, no attempt has been made to retain second
derivative continuity at the wing boundaries• This does not seem to
, signficantly affect the results described below, however.
In the original version of XTRAN3S, the following shearing transformation was
applied in order to map a swept tapered planform in the physical domain into a
rectangularwing planform in the Cartesian computational domain:
In the modified scheme, the following transformation is applied for points
. ahead of the wing leading edge (x< XLE)
For pointsdownstreamof the trailingedge (x> XTE) the following
transformationis applied:
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where Xup and XDN define the upstream and downstream limits, respectively,
of both the physical and computationalmeshes, nondimensionalizedwith respect
In the region over the wing, Equation (lOa) defines the meshto CR.
transformation as before. It may easily be seen that at the following limits,
these limiting values of the transformation are obtained:
at x = Xup _ = Xup (11a)
at x = XLE(Y) _ = 0 (11b)
at x = XTE(Y) _ = 1 . (11c)
at x = XDN _ : XDN (11d)
In the current scheme, the linear stretching in the three different regions
yields a discontinuityin the second derivative of the mesh spacing. Although
other transformation schemes are possible and could be easily incorporated,
the present approach has shown considerable improvement in convergence of the
results when compared with the previous version of XTRAN3S.
Since the coordinate transformationemployed enters directly into the
numerical algorithm employed in XTRAN3S, the final expression of the ADI
numerical scheme, Eq. 21 of Ref. I, must now be re-written as follows:
i) T-sweep:
r
12
ii) n-sweep:
;_ ' "__-'_7+")
J
iii) S-sweep:
#v
Ix
, where the forms of the coefficients and difference operators are as defined in
Ref. i, except that:
#b: _ [ E + 2- CTs(_)<_7 ] (13a)
_x
13
and
The following forms of the transformation derivatives have been used:
For x< XLE:
for XLE <_x < XTE;
__, -C_Jc_)-3c'c_/))c_4b)
. For x> XTE:
#
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Ill. RESULTSFOR MODIFIEDCOMPUTERPROGRAM
A modifiedversionof a computerprogramXTRAN3Sis availablefor calculating
" the steadyand unsteadyaerodynamicloadsand aeroelasticresponseof thin
cleanwings in transonicflow. All of the resultspresentedherewere
generatedusing Version1.5 of XTRAN3Son the NASA LangleyCyber 203 system.
The basiccode has beenmodifiedto accountfor viscouseffectsby
incorporatingthe methodof Ref.4, and othermodificationsdescribedabove.
AppendixA describesalterationsin user inputspecificationsfor the modifed
versionof XTRAN3S.
For the samplecaseconsidered,calculationswere performedwhichgeneratedan
inviscidsolution,a solutionusingthe viscousrampalone,and a fullviscous
solutionemployingthe viscousrampin conjunctionwith the boundary-layer
equations.
All computationswere performedon a nonuniform60 x 20 x 40 (_,n, _)
Cartesiancomputationalmeshwith the wing surfacedefinedby 39 x 12 points
in the _ - n plane. The computationaldomainwas definedby
-15.375 < _ < 26.575
-- w
0 < n < 5.3
-13.0375< _ < 13.0375
and minimum grid spacing taken as
A_min = 0.01
Anmin = 0.10
A_min = 0.025
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which occur at the wing leadingedge, at the wing tip, and adjacentto the
wing surfacerespectively.XTRAN3Sdefaultvalueswere employedfor the _-
• and _-meshdistributions.The m-meshand surfacegeometrydescriptionfor
the case consideredmay be foundin AppendixB. For all calculationsthe
" time scaling,k, was selectedas 0.2 and a time stepof At = 0.0034906585
was employed. This correspondsto a distanceof one rootchordof travelin
57.3time stepsat the freestreamvelocity. For a reducedfrequencyof
k = 0.2,the choiceof At resultsin five time stepsper degreeofc
circularfrequencychangealongthe pitchingcycleof a forcedoscillation.
Nominalvaluesof the viscousrampparameterswere selectedas follows:
_o = 0.02,
_p = 0.O2,
_R = 0.10.
These choiceshaveprovenadequatefor a numberof bothsteadyand unsteady
two-dimensionalsolutions.Resultswere generatedon the Cyber203 computing
systemand requiredapproximately2.1 secondsof CPU time per time stepof
calculationfor both inviscidand wedgealone solutions,and 3.8 secondsper
time step for fullviscouscomputations.No attempthas beenmade to optimize
the executablecode for the Cyber203.
All converged steady state solutions were run for 900 time steps at the
indicated values of k and At. These choices were found to be conservative
with respect to both stability and convergence. The low frequency
approximation (i.e., c2 = O) was made in the wake jump condition (Eq. lOa
of Ref. 4) and downstream boundary condition (Eq. of Ref. 4). In general, the
following procedure was employed in generating steady-state results:
i) a converged inviscid solution was obtained using an undisturbed
condition as an initial state (i.e., @ = @t = 0);
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ii) a convergedwedge alonesolutionwas obtainedusingthe inviscid
solutionas the initialstate,updatingthe wedge computationat
• eachtime step;
- iii) a converged ful| viscous solution was obtained using the wedge
alone solution as the intial state, updating the boundary-layer
computation at each time step.
For the sample case, a typical transport wing planform and a section geometry
correspondingto the MBB-A3 airfoil were chosen. A wing planform identical
to the Lockheed-Georgia"Wing A" was employed (AR = 8.0, _ = 0.4) except
that the leading edge sweep angle was set to 300. The planform is shown in
Fig. 3a. The airfoil section, shown in Fig. 3b, has a blunt leading edge, a
thickness ratio of 8.9 percent, moderate aft camber, and has been selected as
an AGARD standard for evaluating transonic aeroelastic analysis methods.
• Steady-state solutions were generated for inviscid, wedge alone, and fully
viscous cases for freestream conditions correspondingto M = 0.85, _ =
1.00 and Re = 107. Results of the pressure distributionsat four
spanwise mesh stations are compared in Fig. 4. Viscous effects near shocks
and on the aft lower surface are apparent. It is recommendedthat the
wedge-alone procedure not be used except as an intermediate step, as this
gives on|y a partial compensation for viscous flow effects, and yields
physically unrealistic answers.
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IV. ADDITIONAL POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS AND
ENHANCEMENTSTO THE XTRAN3S COMPUTER PROGRAM
- 4.1 State Transition Matrix Structural Integrator
The dynamic equations of motion for an elastic airplane may be formulated in
terms of generalized displacement response qi which are solutions of the
following set of equations:
where
(_ : ,_ {'_l_) _'%_) _ generalized mass
•
and
_ = _(X,_)_{,(,_)_{_ generalized force
of the i th generalized coordinate _i(x,y) (usually representing
vibration modes of natural frequency _i), and _i are the assumed modal
damping factorso
In Ref. 7, the dynamic problem was formulated (for a two-dimensional case) in
terms of a state variable equation of the form
and a state transition matrix integrator
18
was employed. This formof numericalintegrationcan be used if the problem
is re-formulatedin the followingmanner:
In general, the dynamic problem can be written as a matrix equation
. _I i. I -I
where [M],[G],and [K],are the generalizedmass,damping,and stiffness
matrices,respectively,and fF(t)}is the time-varyingeneralizedforce,
includingaerodynamicand externalforcecontributions,if any.
The problemmay now be recastin statevariableformatby letting
then
o
X:AX*B
t
where
[
Two casescan be considered:a) where the generalizedcoordinatesrepresent
orthogonalmodes,and b) wherethe generalizedcoordinatesare non-orthogonal
or where additionalmatrixelements,suchas controlsystemcouplingterms,
havebeenadded.
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In case a) the generalized mass, stiffness, and damping matrices are diagonal,
and analytical forms of the integration matrices ¢ and 8 exist.
• Reorganizingthe state vector such that the states for each normal mode are
grouped together, xT =(ql' ql' q2' q2'"'' qN' qN) yields a
• system A matrix with diagonal (2x2) submatrices composed fropm the frequency,
_i' and damping _i of the ith mode. For each degree of freedom, the
(2x2) matrix of elements of the state transition matrix ¢ are defined as
and the elements of the integral of the transition matrix 8 are
II -- _.'_"4"6 =.
. e - -e=e[ ]
where for each individual norma| mode
.<,J. =
and hence
and t is the integrationstep size.
2O
For case b), analytical forms of the transition matrix are not available, and
a partial series approximation of the form
: '- + _!A _:I+ .... + _l A
f }d I A_z_ f At__ , Am.'"
o
may be employed.
It may be noted that since the elements of the ¢ and @matrices are
dependent only on the values of mi and _i for case a), or on the input
matrices [M], [G], and [K] they need be calculated only once.
Implementationof the transition matrix scheme may be accomplished in XTRAN3S
by modifying (or providing a special version) of the subroutine AEROEL, since
, all structual integration is accomplished within that routine. The input
natural free vibration frequencies_i and the damping coefficients _i
may be determined externally and input directly (this requires modification of
the input processor) or determined from the input mass generalized, damping
and stiffnessmatrices by the following relationships:
-I
An UPDATE correction set for incorporatingthe state transition matrix
integration procedure is stored on file at the NASA Langley computing
faci|ity. This may be incorporateddirectly into the modified version of the
program or modified as desired. No aeroelastic check cases have been run
using this new procedure, as this was considered outside the scope of thev
present effort.
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4.2 EfficiencyImprovementThroughEnhancedVectorization*
. The originalversionof XTRAN3Swas developedusingthe CDC 7600computer.
Duringthe codedevelopmentperiod,advancedvectormachines,such as the
- Cyber203 and CRAY-1S,becameavailable. The codewas adaptedto operateon
these two machines,but onlyminimalchangesto the codewere performedto
takeadvantageof "implicit"vectorization,i.e.,those portionsof the code
that couldeasilybe adaptedto vectorcomputationthroughthe existingnature
of the computationalalgorithmdescribedin Ref. 1.
Later studies with a pilot code version of XTRAN3S, operational on the
CRAY-1S, showed that at least a factor of two improvement in computational
efficiency could be achieved by rearrangementof operations to permit a larger
degree of implicit (or automatic) vectorization. (This represents a speed-up
factor of almost five compared to an unvectorized or scalar code operating on
the same machine.) These concepts are generally applicable, but not directly
transportable, to the Cyber 203 version of the code, since the Cyber 203
requires longer vectors than the CRAY-1S to achieve improved efficiency when
compared with scalar computations.
In this section,the originalalgorithmof Ref. I will be describedwith
respectto its implicationsfor vectorization.Thenthe modifications
necessaryto achievea higherdegreeof vectorizationon the CRAY-1Swill be
discussed,and finallythe adaptationof thosemodificationsto the Cyber203
will be discussed.
As shown in Equation (12) above, the computational algorithm for solution of
unsteady transonic flow implemented in XTRAN3S is an alternating-direction
implicit (ADI) scheme employing approximate factorizationto solve the
modified transonic small disturbance potential equation, via a finite
difference approximation. The original partial differential equation has been
replaced by a set of algebraic equations for potential at a finite number of
grid points. Starting from a known or given value of the potential _n at
a given time tn the solution is advanced to tn.l n• , = t +At via a
*NOTE: The reader is assumed to be familiar with the concepts of
vectorization employed by "pipeline"computers such as the CRAY-1S
and Cyber 203.
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series of "predictor-corrector" steps. Equation 12 represents three sets of
matrix equations, with the solution or "sweep" direction corresponding to a
coordinate of the computational mesh. Each equation is solved implicitly for
the value of the potential along the sweep direction. The number of equations
so solved is the product of the number of points in the computational mesh in
the other two cordinates. Thus, if the number of points in the computational
mesh in the _, n, and _ directions are N_, N , and N
respectively, the following represents the number of solutions required to
advance the potential solution one step:
g-sweep: Nn x N_ equations, length N_
n-sweep: N x N_ equations, length Nn
_-sweep: N x N equations, length N
_ For the n and _ sweeps, the equations are tridiagonal, i.e., a matrix
formulation has non-zero terms only on the diagonal elements and in elements
. adjoining the diagonal. The _ sweep equations are lower quadra-diagonaldue
to the use of a mixed difference operator, i.e., backward differences in
regions of supersonic flow and central differences in regions of subsonic
flow, with a combined shock-point operator.
The solution process for each equation set (sweep) involves four distinct
steps: a) formulationof the left-hand side, b) formulationof the right-hand
side, c) solution,and d) setting of field and boundary condition values of
potential based on this solution.
Since formulation of the left- and right-hand sides are essentially repetitive
statements of the finite difference approximations,as are the boundary
conditions, these portions are particularlywell adapted to vectorization.
The solution process, on the other hand, employs a recursive algorithm and
thus cannot be directly vectorized. Several alternate formulationsof the
solution process including vectorizable solution algorithms, were eva|uated,
but proved to provide less improvement in efficiency than the method described
below.
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In the original version of XTRAN3S, the equations for the T-sweep, Equation
• (12a) are solved sequentiallyfor each n mesh point, with a constant
mesh point location. Thus for the default values of N_ = 60, Nq = 20,
- N = 40, 20 equations of length 60 are solved for each _-n plane.
Then, for the same _-q plane, the q-sweep equations (60 equations of
length 20) are solved sequentially in the downstream (increasing _)
direction due to the presence of the backward spatial or "upwind" difference
approximationto @xt" This process is then repeated for the next _-n
plane in the increasing{ direction. The _-sweep is performed by
accessing the data, formulatingthe equations, and solving for each _-_
plane sequentially in the increasing downstream direction, with the process
then repeated for the next plane in the increasingq direction. Since
solutions of the _-sweep equations, n+l n, are dependent on _ ,
n-1 _, but not on theand the solution of the n-sweep equations
#v
solutions to the _-sweep equations,@ need not be stored in a
three-dimensionalarray.
The process of the three sweeps for the original scheme and the access of the
v
data from the three-dimensionalto two-dimensionalarrays, are illustrated in
Figure 5.
With the avai|abilityof the CRAY 1S and Cyber 203, with features of
vectorizationand very large available storage, other data arrangement and
sweeping schemes have been investigated. In addition, a method for
vectorizationof the tridiagonal and quadradiagonalsolution algorithms has
been employed. This method, suggested by the work of J. Lambiotte of NASA
Langley Research Center, formulates each step of the tridiagonal or
quadradiagonal recursive solution procedure as a vector operation (or
vectorizable do-loop). Since for the n and _ sweeps the equations are
inter-dependentin the _ direction, reorganizationof solutions is required
for vectorization.
For the CRAY-1S, the scheme illustrated by Figure 6 has been adopted. For the
T-sweep, data is accessed mutually for each _-_ plane (ratherthan each
_-q plane), and a vectorized solution is performed in the _ direction,
i.e., each step in the solution process is a vector operation of length 40.
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This is then repeated for the next _-_ plane, and the intermediate result
.
Is stored in a three-dimensional array, For the n-sweeps, the data is
accessed in the n - C planes, and a vectorized solution of length 40 is
again performed in the K direction, with the results _ stored in a
three-dimensional array. Finally, the C-sweeps are performed as a
vectorized solution of length 20 in the n direction, and the advanced values
of the potential _n+1 are stored in place of the values _n at the
previous time step. It should be noted that four three-dimensional "levels"
of storage, _n £_n-I _', and _, , _ are required for this scheme,
compared with three for the original scheme. In addition, however, nine
additional three-dimensional arrays for vector equation coefficients and
right-hand sides have been stored to improve efficiency and decrease the
amount of re-calculation required. For the default mesh, the amount of
storage for three-dimensional arrays has increased from 144,000 to 624,000.
The total storage requirement has thus increased from about one-half million
words to over one million words.
Since efficiency on the Cyber-203 is improved with very long vectors, _he
" following modification to the above scheme is recommended. For the _-sweep,
each _-_ plane is treated separately although each of the 800 (=20x40)
_-sweep equations is independent. It should prove possible to reorganize
the _-sweep equation solution into a single vector operation of length 800.
The Ii and _ sweeps, however, would still require sequential vector
operations of length 40 and 20 due to upstream dependence. If the improved
efficiency of 800 length vector operation is realized, a significant speedup
could be accomplished as a comparatively large portion (45 percent) of the
computational workload occurs in the _-sweep due to the large number of
operations performed.
An alternate approach would be the use of a vectorized solution algorithm such
as cyclic reduction as discussed by Lambiotte (Ref. 8), Calahan, et al
(Ref. 9), and others. The method would involve considerable rearrangement of
the data into very long vectors. The 800 _-sweep equations could be solved
as a single vector of length 48,000 provided the data is arranged in matrix
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form so that the equationsare properlydecoupled. The n-sweepand
_-sweepequationscouldbe rearrangedwith eachn-_ planeintovector
operationsof length800. Experiencewith thesemethodshas been lessthan
encouraging,however,and the improvedscalarefficiencyof the Cyber 203 as
i
. comparedto the STAR-IO0may make this approachundesirable.
4.3 EfficiencyImprovementby use of a CartesianPhysicalMesh
As describedin Section2.5 above,the originalversionof XTRAN3Shas been
modifiedto incorporatedifferentphysicalto computationalmesh
transformationsin variousregionsof the flow field,providea mesh with
reducedskewness,as illustratedin Figure2. Computationswith the schemeon
loweraspectratio,highlytaperedwings has shownthat computational
reliabilityhas significantlyimproved,i.e.,solutionsthat were previously
unstablecould now be obtained. Computationalefficiency,as measuredby the
size of the timestep required,and thusthe amountof CP time,to obtaina
convergedsteadyor unsteadysolutionwas not apparentlyimproved. This is a
reasonablefinding,sincethe basic stabilityof the algorithmis controlled
by the explicittreatmentof the cross-terms(e.g._n) in the
transformedmodifiedsmalldisturbance quation.
An alternate approach, considered early in the program development but
rejected, would be the use of an identical physical and computational fully
Cartesian mesh and solution of the original (untransformed)modified small
disturbance potential equation on this mesh. This scheme was rejected because
of a) the increased amount of data manipulation required for a mesh not
aligned with planform edges, b) the occurrence of misalignment between
physical and computationalboundary condition points, possibly causing severe
pressure fluctuationas observed in Mach-box schemes, and c) the apparent
success of the mesh transformation scheme of Equation (lOa), as illustrated by
the Bailey-Ballhausmethod for steady three-dimensionaltransonic flow.
It has been postulatedthatcomputationalstability,and thus efficiency,
couldbe improvedif explicittreatmentof the crosstermscouldbe avoided.
Use of a fully implicitalgorithmon the transformedmesh showedno
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significant improvements, for reasons not understood at this time. However,
modifications of the pilot code to incorporate a fully Cartesian mesh has been
perforlnedwith the result of a significant improvement in the size of the time
step allowed.
Figure 7 illustrates schematically the Cartesian physical and computational
mesh used for the F-5 wing model, compared with Figure 1 and 2, which use the
transformed grid with distorted and rectangular outer boundaries,
respectively. With a time scaling variable, k, of 1.0, a time step of
approximately .U145 was required to obtain a converged rigid steady so|ution
for the F-5 wing at .50 angle of attack and a Mach number of .95 using the
transformed grid. With the Cartesian grid, thiS maximum time step could be
increased to approximately .0872 improving computational efficiency by a
factor of 6.
This improvement in stability is apparently due to the removal of several of
the cross terms from the equation, and the reduction in magnitude of others
due to removal of the transformation scaling factors _x and _y.
There are two potential disadvantages, however, and the user must consider
these in the context of his particular problem:
a) The grid must be tailored to each individua| planform by aligning mesh
points at a uniform spacing with respect to the leading edge (1/2
percent behind the leading edge, for example), to avoid spanwise
pressure fluctuations (this has shown to be less critical with respect
to the trailing edge, but this must be considered as well); for a
constant swept leading edge, uniform grid spacing in bo_h chordwise and
spanwise directions is thus required.
b) There will be some loss of resolution in the pressure distributions,and
hence possible inaccuracies in intergrated aerodynamic coefficients and
generalized forces, especia|ly near the tips of highly tapered
planforms. On the F-5 wing, for example, a grid of 45 mesh points on
the wing root chord yield only 13 points at the tip chord. This loss of
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:_ resolution is also seen in the details of pressure distributions near
the leading edge. It may be necessary to enforce minor modifications to
leading edge slopes to achieve the right degree of expansion around the
leading edge. Here, other available solutions such as experimental
. data, full potential, or XTRAN3S with the transformed grid system, may
provide guidance.
Comparison of calculated pressures with the viscous boundary-layer
approximation for the F-5 wing using the transformed and Cartesian grids
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Also shown are the experimental data of
Ref. 10. It may be seen that overall pressure levels are adequately
predicted, but shock locations are expecially near the tip, somewhat
further aft for the Cartesian grid. This is typical of numerical
methods with increased dissipation due to the truncation errors of the
coarser mesh. No evaluation of this new approach has been performed for
unsteady or aeroelastic solutions at the present time.
" With the modifications described in Section 4.2 and 4.3 incorporated in
the pilot code, a converged solution for the rigid F-5 wing at a
constant angle of attack can be obtained in about 90 seconds of CP time
on the CRAY-IS. It is estimated that unsteady aeroelastic solutions,
such as described in Ref.11, could be obtained in about 3 minutes CP
time for each Mach number, dynamic pressure combination. These
estimates would vary for the Cyber 203, depending on the degree of
vectorization that could be applied and the speedup achieved.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The XTRAN3S computer program, for calculation of unsteady transonic flow and
aeroelastic solutions for three-dimensionalthin clean wings, has been
modified and enhanced, and these improvements have been incorporated in
Version 1.5 installed on the Cyber 203 system at NASA Langley Research Center.
These modifications and enhancements consist of:
1) Incorporationof a viscous boundary layer method;
2) Incorporationof a modified integration method for aerodynamic
coefficientsand generalized forces;
3) Modificationof the input processor to accept direct input of surface
, ordinates and slopes, as well as least-squarepolynomial coefficients;
• 4) A method of modifying the maximum array dimensions for aerodynamic and
aeroelastic computations;and
5) A modified grid transformationto provide reduced skewness for the
physical mesh, improving the ability of the code to obtain solutions for
swept, tapered planforms.
Other potential modifications have been presented and discussed, including:
1) Incorporationof a state transition matrix method for structral
integration in aeroelastic problems;
2) Efficiency improvement through enhanced vectorization;and
3) Efficiency improvementthrough incorporationof a Cartesian physical
mesh.
o
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Resultsof computationon the Cyber203 usingthe modifiedversionof the
programhave beenpresented.
Modificationsto the User'sManualfor XTRAN3Sand a sampledata set havebeen
_ incorporatedAppendices.
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APPENDIXA
" MODIFICATIONOF XTRAN3SINPUTDATAREQUIREMENTS
The input data required by XTRAN3Sis in the form of a card deck or a card
image file, All data is free field, Section A describes the input data deck
structure while Section B spells out the required input cards for
implementation of the direct input and viscous options and the associated
formats and ground rules, This Appendix may be considered as a revision of
Section V of Ref, 2, and should be used in conjunction with that Section,
A, Input Data Deck Structure
The input data deck for XTRAN3Shas four levels of organization,
. 1, Program Deck - This includes all inputs for one problem, The deck
"boundaries" are
first record - BEGIN PROBLEMDEFINITION
last record - ENDOF PROBLEM
2, Data Section - A program deck is divided into data sections,
Specifically, the deck is divided into the following ten data sections:
1) Problem Definition Section
2) ComputationalControl Section
3) Computational Grid Section
4) Geometry Section
5) Boundary Condition Section
6) Structural Modal Section
7) Structural Matrix Section
8) Checkpoint/RestartSection
9) Post-processingSection
10) Viscous Calculation Section
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As notedpreviously,the first sectionmust be the ProblemDefinition
Section. The orderof the remainingsectionsis immaterial.The first
recordin eachsectionmust be of the form "BEGINetc." No section
i
terminatoris required.
3. Data Record- Sectionsare in turndividedintodata recordsor
statements.As notedabove,the first recordis of the form "BEGIN
etc." Inmost casesthe order of the remainingrecordsin the section
is immaterial.At1 exceptionsto this rule are specificallynoted.
Recordboundariesare governedby the followingrules.
o If the last non-blank character on the card is a "+" then the
record continues onto the next card.
o Maximumrecordlengthis 250 items.
o Recordterminatorsare / or card boundaries.
o The spacebetween/ and the card boundaryis "ignored"and henceis
availablefor comments. Ifa recordis onlycommentit must begin
with */.
4. Data Item- Recordsare in turn composedof data items. This is the
finestlevelof subdivisionfor the programdeck. The delimitersor
"boundaries"of itemsare of two types.
o colon : this is used at most once per record and then only after
keywords.
o commas, blank spaces and record terminators.
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B. RecordFormats
. The following ground rules concerning notation apply throughout this section.
a) [[ ]]--Data itemsenclosedby doublebracketshave optionalinput
formats. One or more of the indicatedoptionsmust be selected.
b) [ ]-- Data items enclosed by brackets have optional input formats.
Only one of the indicated options must be selected.
c) ( )-- Data items enclosed bY parentheses have default values. If the
default is acceptable for definition of the problem data, the particular
item or items need not be input. All default values are defined in the
descriptions of the input data.
d) ITEM -- An item typed in all upper case letters is called a key-word.
At least the underlined portion of a key-word must be input. This is
always the first four characters including trailing blanks,
e) Item -- An item with only the leading character typed in upper case
denotes that it must either be selected from a list of system key-words
or that it is identical to an item previously defined by the user.
f) item-- An itemtypedin all lowercase lettersis definedstrictlyby
the user.
The formats for data sections 1 through 3 and 5 through 9 given in Ref. 2 are
identical to those. Additional data for direct input of airfoil ordinates and
slopes is required in Section 4, and this is described below. The additional
data required for viscous calculations is given in Section 10, which follows.
4. Geometry Section
The following card formats for geometry data input should replace those given
in Ref. 2.
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19) FORM.____AT:[FUNCTIONAL,TAB__ULAR],NAS____A
The airfoil section can be described by polynomials (FUNCTIONAL)or by a table
. of coordinates (TABULAR). If the functional format is chosen, po]ynomial
coefficients and exponents from a suitable source, such as a least squares fit
program may be entered. If the tabular option is chosen, ordinates and slopes
must be defined at the aerodynamic mesh points (percent of local chord defined
by the XI mesh definition given in Section 3), and may be provided by any
suitable source (spline fit to measured data, for example). If the tabular
option is chosen, the keyword NASA must be entered as written. The presence
of this keyword allows for a future program enhancement.
If the FUNCTIONALoptionis chosen,cards 20, and 21) as givenin Section4 of
Ref. 2 are enteredto definedthe upperand lowersurfacepo]ynomials.Ifthe
TABULARoptionis chosen,cards 20A)and 21A)are required:
20A) _UPPER: nzu, Xl,....Xnzu, z1,....Znzu,
dzdx1,....,dZdXnzu
21A) LOWER: nzl, Xl,....Xnzl, Zl,....Znzl,
dzdx1,....,dZdXnzI
where nzu and nzl are the number of points defining the upper and lower
surface of the airfoil. For the current implementation,this must be equal to
the number of streamwisemesh points on the wing surface.
10. Viscous Calculation Section
a
The purpose of this section is to specify the Viscous Calculation option
if the user so desires. If this option is not desired, then this
section should be omitted.
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1) BEGINVISCOUSFLOWPARAMETERS
• Thisdata recordis usedto indicatethat processingof data
associatedwiththe ViscousCalculationis to follow. The
followingcard statements(2-5)are optionaland need only be input
if valuesotherthan the defaultsare to be specified. Data
records2-4 definedata associatedwith the viscouswedge (all
valuesare nondimensionalby localsectionchord).
2) (SHOCKOFFSETDISTANCE: xoffst)
Inputof the shockoffsetdistance.
The defaultis SHOCKOFFSETDISTANCE: .02.
3) (PRECURSORLENGTH: xprec)
Inputof the precursorlength.
The defaultis PRECURSORLENGTH:.02.
_e
4) (RAMPLENGTH: xramp)
Inputof the ramplength.
The defaultis RAMPLENGTH:0.10.
5) (CALCULATIONINTERVAL:iblcal)
Inputof the viscousflow calculationupdateintervalfor both
wedge and boundary-layercomputations.
The defaultis CALCULATIONINTERVAL:1
6) BOUNDARY-LAYERSOLUTION
This data record is required if the boundary-layercalculation is
to be executed and it also is the first data record associated with
the boundary-layercalculation. The following card statements
(7-11) are optional and need only be input if values other than the
default values are to be input.
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7) (PRINTINTERVAL:iblprt)
• Inputof the boundary-layerprint interval.
The defaultis PRINT INTERVAL:50.
8) (REYNOLDSNUMBER: reyinf)
Inputof the free streamReynoldsnumberbasedon rootchord.
The defaultis REYNOLDSNUMBER:1.0E7
9) (TEMPERATURE:tinf)
Inputof the freestreamtemperature(degreesKelvin).
The defaultis TEMPERATURE:300.0
10) (SUTHERLANDLAWCONSTANT:so)
Inputof the SutherlandLaw Constant(degreesKelvin).
, The default(definedfor air) is SUTHERLANDLAW CONSTANT:110.0.
11) (PRANDTLNUMBER:prt)
Inputof the turbulentPrandtlnumber.
The defaultis PRANDTLNUMBER:0.9
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APPENDIXB
XTRAN3S SAMPLE PROBLEM
I::EGIHPF.'OBLEM IaEFIMITIOM SEC:TIOH
TITLE: XTRRM.'.::I-:OLIr.4BRRY-LRYERV LIBRTIDr'4 (MBI-:-RS,RF.':8.0,TF.':0.4>
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FREE :-:TRERMVELOCITY: :-',riO0.
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TIME 3:aS:ALIMl'4:0.1:'
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M_,':.'IMI.tI',I:'..-.:TE_BYITERFITIIZII.IS::1800
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IHTEGRRT[IF.':-'..:TEPSzIZE: 0.00:?,490,55:_5
- ]?,EGIM.CDMPUTATIOr4RL GRID S:ECTIOM
]?,EGIH>-':IME:-.-.:HBE.'FII'-_ITIOI'.4
ME:-..:HHAME: ::._II,IES:H
• I',IE:'}HS:DUF.!C:E:TAI:',LE
I"_IlMI::EROF UF,'S:TREAM ESHPDIMT:Z.::11
HUMBER OF IIOI.,oI"4S:TF.'EFIHMESHPDIMTS:: I0
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A:-.:F'Er:T P.RTID: :B.0
TAPER RATIO: 0.4
S:hlEEPBMGLE: 30. 0
FEFEREMCE FIF!EI_:1.939
;'IEFff_IREPOBYMRMIC CHOF.'B:I. 0
TOTAL MDMEr.ITCEI'.4TEF.'REFEREHCE: 0.0
F.'EFEREHCE CHORD: 1. 0
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Figure1. XTRAN3S .Grid- OriginalMeshTransformation
41
Figure 2. XTRAN3S Grid - Modified Mesh Transformation
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Figure 3a. Typical Transport Wing P/anform
Figure 3b. MBB-A3 Airfoil Section
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